World Leading Telco Grade
Cloud Security Solutions
Cloud, network security and automation technology
company FirstWave Cloud Technology created an
intelligent carrier grade cloud security and orchestration
platform for business that has been delivered through a
Software as a Service (SaaS) model since 2004. More
recently, FirstWave’s specialists have helped to design
and deploy highly performing and secure networks and
orchestration solutions for some of the APAC regions
most critical government, financial and technological
institutions.
FirstWave’s proprietary orchestration system provides
the control of the cloud‐based security platform that
services over 450 premier enterprises. The platform
offers a broad spectrum of cloud security and analytics
technology solutions that, along with advanced mail,
web and NGFW content controls, offers unified,
integrated x‐threat vector advanced malware protection
technology solution for any business or enterprise
moving to or operating in the cloud.
www.firstwavecloud.com

Ready for the next wave of cyber threats
FirstWave’s Cloud Email Security is a world‐leading, Australian developed, enterprise grade
and affordable cloud based email content security solution for any size business. It is a high–
reliable, highly‐scalable, richly‐featured cloud email security service using innovative
advanced cloud content security and analytics
FirstWave’s Cloud NGFW service combines application awareness and deep packet
inspection to give companies more control over applications while also detecting and blocking
malicious threats. It is delivered as a high availability, high functionality, managed solution,
and can be customised to meet high end, enterprise specific needs.

FirstWave’s Cloud Web Security acts as your first line of defence against threats on the
internet, providing complete visibility into internet activity across all locations (on and off
corporate network), devices and users – blocking threats before they reach your network or
endpoints.

For over 10 years, FirstWave’s teams have been responsible for design, transition and
deployment of cloud services in a customer’s security environment. Our cloud integration
experts provide customers with a proven deployment process that controls costs ensuring
quick and pain‐free cloud deployments.
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